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If by “urban planning” we mean the conscious arrangement of space in

towns and cities, then I argue that urban planning existed in the Middle
Map of Languedoc
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Ages in Languedoc, and that it began along the Garonne River corridor. It
would be disingenuous to say that planning “began” anywhere, although
undoubtedly as towns like Narbonne and Toulouse in this region grew and
developed bourgs at their peripheries there was some conscious thought of
zoning. Tanning, fulling, and milling were all activities which needed to be
Lady Gaga and
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near water and tanning in particular isolated from habitation because of the
use of lye. No one wanted their children to see the prostitutes, or to have a
butcher’s refuse pile next to the street used for consular processions, and
access to the marketplace had to accommodate the Model Ts of the
thirteenth century.
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Today I want to examine this question of planning in more detail, in the new
town foundations of this area that preceded the Albigensian Crusade of
1209 and were part of the recovery period afterwards. I call these towns
proto-bastides because they have aspects central to the contemporary
definition of bastides, yet none of them were called bastides when they were
founded. Many of them, however, were re-chartered as bastides at a later
date.
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A quick note on bastides, which form a significant sector of medieval urban
history. A simplified definition is that bastides are new towns established in
the southwest of France between 1250 and 1350. There is much more to the
story, and the development models for the bastides are an important part of
it, and that is my topic today. Many of these models were settlements and
chartered towns in the territory controlled by the counts of Toulouse
beginning in the eleventh century. With the goal of showing that bastide
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towns were just one late manifestation of an impressive rural and urban
development movement in the Garonne River Basin, this paper explores the
charters of some of these proto-bastides for evidence of new relationships
between lords and the people living in the lands under their control. The
provision for houses and lots of equal dimensions; for a body of consuls,
sometimes elected by town citizens; and an emphasis on commercial
activity are key attributes of these charters. The persistent presence of these
elements in the charters of towns founded or re-chartered between the midtwelfth and the mid-thirteenth century suggests that rather than erupting as a
new phenomenon about 1275, the bastides followed on the heels of wellestablished relationships and experiments in residential development and in
a monetary economy.
All of these defining elements had roots in long-standing landholding patterns and by the unique political situation under the counts of
Toulouse. Many of the people of Languedoc had been land-owners from the
time of Roman occupation in the first century, as Roman law enabled all
children to inherit property, including women. Alods, or free-holdings, were
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dominant until the early-twelfth century, when a high percentage of land
began to pass into fief-holdings. 1 There was a flood of freemen “borrowing
on their home equity” for several decades, and it wasn’t until after the
Albigensian Crusade in the early-thirteenth century that this pattern reversed
itself as new towns were founded with very attractive terms of land
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ownership. These new opportunitites to have control over one’s property
must have been very welcome.
We also find that women are very present in the charters of these
towns. In almost all of them, whether in Latin or in Occitan, the salutations
are addressed to both men and women (hominibus et mulieribus or totz hom
et tota femna, for example). The items concerning alienation and inheritance
repeat this formula, as do most other items in the charters. And one of the
charters—that for Puybegon—was issued by the mother of Sicard Alaman
as the town had been part of her dowry.
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The municipal self-governance that marks the charters of these protoCount leaves

bastides was related to the laissez faire politics of the counts of Toulouse
and their priorities in the late-eleventh century. After Count Raymond IV
left Toulouse for his castle at Beaucaire in preparation for the First Crusade,
the “Good Men,” or consuls, of Toulouse began to govern municipal affairs
there. When Raymond’s son Alphonse-Jourdain became count in 1114 he
was forced to concede much power to these consuls. In 1152 when
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Raymond V took power, he too was forced to confirm regulations proposed
by the Common Council (commune consilium) of the ville (the city) and of
the faubourg (the bourg) of Toulouse. 2 An important shift had occurred,
both in power structure and in physical identity. This reversal of power
provided a model that became the norm for many newly drafted town
charters beginning in the early thirteenth century. Many of these charters
include provisions for similar consular bodies, who were often officials
elected by townspeople.

Higounet sauvetés

The formal aspects of these proto-bastides, especially their grid-like forms,
derived from another germ of “town planning” specific to Languedoc: the
establishment of the sauvetés of the eleventh century. The sauvetés, or
salvetats, were settlements established by religious houses in the eleventh
century on their land at first as a response to the depredations by the milites
(soldiers or men employed as fighters), and later with the goal of putting
land into production. 3 The land used for these developments had often been
donated by individuals or families for the “salvation of their souls and
remission of their sins.” 4 Sauvetés have been considered the ancestors of
later bastides because they were often new foundations and their charters
specified boundaries and equal lot divisions, although usually they did not
include provisions for markets or commercial activity. 5 The special
character of sauvetés is also highlighted by the practice of marking their
boundaries with crosses at the corners of what was often an orthogonal
parcel of land, as a sign that intruders risked excommunication from the
Church as punishment for trespass. 6
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The salvetat of Belmont is one example. It was the first recorded creation of
a salvetat under the protection of the abbey of Moissac and it was made by a
layperson, At Inard of Villenur, sometime between 1059 and 1071. The
salvetat was to be built on allodial land that he gave to the abbey and was to
include thirteen lots, or casals. This donation is unusual in that the lord,
instead of the monastery, was responsible for laying out the settlement “with
the counsel of the vicars” (cum consilio vicariorum)… “so that the streets
would descend towards a fountain,” (sicut carreiras descendunt versus
fontem). 7
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The Cistercians and the military orders also played an important role in
establishing settlements, and especially in the clearing of forests and in
developing land for agricultural use. 8 The Hospitallers and the Knights
Templars take first prize for clearing land and putting it into production
through their sponsorship of villages and farms. About 1120 a large tract of
land—1,500 hectares or 3,705 acres—was given to the Templar
commandary at Fronton, located 30 kilometers south of Moissac, with the
condition that a new population center be established. The donation
specified that 300 casals were to be established for a sauveté, each of them
measuring 4 sétérées (IV sectairatis), or about 5 hectares (roughly 10 acres),
and all of it to be marked at the limits by crosses. 9 Although later the word
casal would always indicate a house plot, here the casal included space for
gardens and fields.
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Twenty-four years later Montauban was founded as a new town with house
lots arranged around a square, central market place. The story of its
foundation is high drama starring the Abbot Albert II of St. Théodard and
Count Alphonse-Jourdain of Toulouse. Both were celebrated transgressors
of the law. The abbot has been criticized for heavy taxation and for his
exploitation of women, and the count had been excommunicated first in
1122 and secondly in 1141. The abbot controlled the town of Montauriol on
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a plateau above the confluence of two important tributaries of the Garonne;
the Tarn and the Aveyron. This position guaranteed considerable financial
profit to whoever controlled the passage of boats through this area.
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On the 6 of October, 1144, Alphonse-Jourdain went to Montauriol with his
son Raymond ostensibly to make a pious donation to the Abbot of land
situated at this confluence. 10 Three days later, in Toulouse, the count wrote
a charter establishing his own town of Montauban at the same place—and
his charter promised what has been called a “fiscal paradise” by some. 11 It
was written (in the sixteenth century) that the “vassals of St. Théodard
abandoned the town of Montauriol in one night to move to the adjoining
land chartered by the count. Naturally Abbot Albert retaliated—he gathered
forces to destroy the efforts at new construction—but the military forces of
the count overwhelmed him. 12
Map of
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What might constitute a “fiscal paradise”? There are three elements that
suggest this “fiscal paradise”: first there is the marketplace, which, based on
its size—and also on the number of details in the charter related to
commerce—anticipated a good return on the count’s investment and
enterprising townspeople. It was the first of its size relative to the town size
and the first with clearly defined lots for living set out around it. Secondly
there is the common lot size, which would have promised equality in
ownership, at least in theory. The first item of the 1144 charter states what
the inhabitants of Montauban will pay the count for their lots. “For each lot
of six estadios of width and twelve estadios of length (about 20 by 40 feet),
the count shall collect 12 deniers (pennies) up front and 12 deniers tax each
year. The third item is an additional concession made by the count allowing
all inhabitants, without exception, the right to take wood from his forest and
to hunt there.
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New settlements such as Montauban of the mid-twelfth century and later
often are distinguished by provisions in their charters that specify similar lot
sizes for inhabitants to “have, hold and possess,” building materials or
houses, and modular garden plots and fields. 13 Although not mentioned in
the charters, water and waste management were early concerns as well.
Narrow passages called entremis were placed between house walls to allow
for downspouts draining water and also as a means of fireproofing. In
Aurillac one abbot acted as a mirco-manager of public facades and utilities,
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setting out rules for roof alignment, water drainage, and even window and
door configurations. 14.
Map with market
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Although Montauban remained the most successful town on the northen
Garonne, several other market towns were founded in this area near the river
in the years before the Crusade. 15 They all had large market places and their
charters anticipated market activity, with detailed lists of associated fees and
fines. Some were laid out in regular patterns that contained modular
building lots, in similar fashion to the sauvetés, not surprising given that
both these types of settlements were located in flat, previously undeveloped
areas.
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Political tensions and the resulting Albigensian Crusade interrupted town
development for the counts beginning in the late twelfth century. The next
wave of town development occurred immediately after the death of Simon
de Montfort in 1218, when Raymond VI and his son worked to issue
charters for many towns in their territory primarily to secure oaths of
fidelity, but also to encourage commerce. Cordes was the first new town
established after the war. Founded by Raymond VII in 1222 right after his
father’s death, it clearly reflects the contradictory desires of the young
count. It was established on one of the best defensive sites in the region in
order to protect it from the French, yet its charter emphasized commerce,
and its location at an important crossroads ensured its success in the next
100 years.
Raymond VII fought the King of France until 1229, when he was forced to
cede his territory to the monarch in the Treaty of Paris, and agree that any
new towns he built would be without walls. 16 Some have linked the grid
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plan and open form of the town of Lisle-sur-Tarn, located just a few miles
from Cordes, to this requirement, and it is unfortunate that we don’t have
the early charters, because Lisle is now considered the “first” bastide,
despite lack of evidence for the term. The only surviving medieval charter
of 1462 persists in calling it a locum. Its identity as a bastide is due to its
fairly rigorous grid and the significant size of its market place, which is
almost a dead ringer for that in Montauban. Alas Lisle never grew to
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prosper like Montauban, but the huge market place remains a testament to
the count’s ambition to follow in his great-grandfather’s footsteps.
Chart from St. B

The count was not about to stop with Lisle-sur-Tarn. Between 1229 and
1249, Raymond VII and his lieutenant Sicard Alaman chartered or founded
about 32 towns altogether in an area of about a 50 km diameter south of the
Aveyron River and in the Tarn and Agout drainage basins. 17 Most of these
towns are now listed as bastides, which means that they were re-chartered
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by Alphonse de Poitiers after 1271. Raymond never used the term bastide in
his charters, but his lieutenant did. It seems clear that for Alaman the word
“bastide” denoted a new town. In both the charters for Bouloc and
Montastruc we find a phrase that describes other new towns founded by the
count of Alaman as bastides, and makes it clear that people moving to the
town in the charter from one of those bastides will be penalized. In other
words, Alaman wants a guarantee that, once founded, his new bastides will
stay populated. This is curious because in fact Raymond’s towns pre-figured
the bastide model more closely than did Alaman’s in that their charter terms
are generally more generous to inhabitants.
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The prime focus of this study has been a comparison of the description of
equally-sized lot and building allotments, and given the persistence of these
descriptions, it is surprising that none of these towns have a definite grid
plan. There are several possible reasons for their irregular shapes, however.
The first is that most of them were established where people were already
living and working. The charter of Buzet in particular makes it clear that
there was an existing settlement. The second is that, even though Raymond
VII may have been more cavalier in his land acquisition policies than his
successor, he was still constrained by property boundaries already in place.
Again, the charter of Buzet describes the boundaries of the town and shows
how they related to existing monuments and adjacent property boundaries.
Much of the area in which Raymond VII and Alaman were developing their
towns had been already exploited, whereas the famous grid-like bastides
established by Edward I in Aquitaine were placed in areas that were not so
well developed. 18 The third reason is that, although it may have been ideal
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for the notaries of the count and his lieutenant to collect taxes in a tidy
manner from a given number of equally-sized properties, in reality people
quickly bought and sold property and their property boundaries shifted
accordingly.
Map with their
locations

I will finish by briefly describing sections from the charters of two of the
nine towns I have analyzed: Buzet and Castlenau-de-Lévis. Buzet was
“founded” by Raymond VII and Castlenau-de-Lévis by Alaman. In both, lot
sizes and associated taxes are found in the first part of the documents,
suggesting that these were crucial elements for attracting inhabitants to
these new or newly-reorganized towns.
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Buzet was a town which came into existence as a castrum between the years
of 1237 and 1241, as Raymond VII gradually bought up property on either
side of the Tarn River. In 1241 he chartered Buzet as castri nostri (our
castrum) with a list of 43 items. The first ten items of the charter are about
property, taxes, and land use. House sizes (Item No. 2) are specified rather
than lot sizes: six brachiarum in length and four in width (about 18 x 12 feet
in size). However, inhabitants already owning smaller or larger homes could
keep them and pay accordingly—this charter item tells us that there was an
extising settlement of some kind. Anyone living outside the town
boundaries, whether in villa seu in boria, would pay less for their property:
3 denari (pennies) vs. 6. New inhabitants would receive 1 pugneratam in
local measure (or .25 acres) for one penny, and 1 quartenatam of land (1/3
to ½ acre) for growing vines for three pennies—but everyone could have 1
sexteriatum (1/6 of an arpent or about 8920 SF) for free. Skipping down to
the middle of the charter (Item 28), we find that inhabitants can also build
dovecotes and rabbit houses on their property.

Map and photos

Castelnau-de-Levis, developed by Sicard Alaman, is interesting for its
social zoning. The puy, or prominent outcropping on which this town was
built, was given to Alaman by Raymond VII in 1235, probably in an effort
to evade the terms of the Treaty of Paris and keep a fortified site close to the
borders of Albi, an important town which had always been controlled by a
rival family, the Trencavels. Perhaps it was the importance of this role as a
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frontier town that ensured the social hierarchy which was encoded in the
charter.
The charter from 1256 is not the first, but it is the most detailed, and in it
Sicard Alaman promotes the town as though it were new, and invites people
to settle here in exchange for the typical amenities. From the beginning, the
site is divided into the cap del castel and the barri del castel. The cap
includes the castle and several existing houses, which would not be taxed,
and the barri, the suburbs surrounding the hilltop, will be the location for
the new house lots, which would be taxed. There, people can have an airal
of 4 cannas wide and 6 cannas long for their house (about 7 x 10 meters or
22 x 32 feet). New inhabitants are not allowed to build in the cap del castel.
If you lived in the cap, or “head” of town, you were considered a cavallier,
and if you lived in the barri, you were a barrian. This charter specified a
body of consuls (cossols), 4 from the barris and 2 from the castel.

Cordes charter

Conclusion
Over and over again we find these headliners in the charters of the protobastides which address common lot sizes and related taxes or tax relief. At a
time when many small towns had been disrupted and many industries were
reeling with the events of the Crusade these clear-cut and generous offers
from lords anxious to stablize their subject populations must have had their
intended effect. Although a cursory glimpse into what we would call
“planning,” these charter items offer us some useful indicators of small
town life in this region. I suggest that the standardized settlement allotments
reflect a desire to homogenize regional populations, yet it is clear that in
some locations it was important to maintain the older social strata. This
rural aristocracy was becoming increasingly threatened as the middle class
grew, an inevitable result of the economic growth of this time. The charters
may seem as though they are leveling the field, but the high number of their
items which deal with commerce indicate that the marketplace and its
concomitant diverse and transient population inevitably led to conflict.
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Indeed we find that disputes about property size and use around the
marketplace become increasingly common in the later fourteenth century.
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